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The Empathy Toy™ 
The future of work is human. Let's play!



THE EMPATHY TOY
is a blindfolded puzzle game, where players must build 
identical patterns — while only seeing with their hands.

In just 15 minutes of gameplay players gain huge insights into 
how they deal with patience, frustration, and, most importantly, 
creative communication. 

Through thoughtfully facilitated discussions, teams will have 
the ability to assess, practice, and refine these critical skills.

So whether it's with a team of 3 or 200, new hires or CEOs, 
the game acts as a metaphor for any group dynamic, revealing 
some of the core elements of your team's communication styles. 

See videos of the toy in action at: 
twentyonetoys.com/pages/empathy-toy

Empathy - The Number One Job Skill in 2020

A fun and revealing collaborative experience, with lasting effects for any team:

• Leadership Teams — Improve management and feedback systems through increased self-awareness.

• Customer Service Teams — Increase customer satisfaction through collaborative problem solving.

• Sales Teams — Increase sales through clearer communication.

• H.R., Training & Dev. Teams — Improve employee identification with core values by making them visible.

• Design Teams — Improve UX and client experience by practicing empathy.

The Empathy Toy helped [top-performing sales executives at FedEx Canada] to 
understand how collaboration requires patience, opportunities for error, and time 

to recalibrate messages and then see things out to final execution
“ ”
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90 minute Workshop 
“Intro to Empathy in Your Team”
Introduce empathy, identify and leverage 
different communication styles in your team.

Interested in building capacity with your own internal team of Facilitators?
We offer Certification through our Enterprise Partnership Program - 21Leaders
Provide your team with 2 Full Days of training and year long supports via learning labs, workshop materials, 
online resources, and the ability to track impact long term with our data collection and reporting system.

3 hour Workshop 
“Empathy, Innovation, and Collaboration”
Introduce empathy, test different leadership and 
collaboration strategies with your team, and discuss how 
empathy can be used as part of your innovation strategy.

*Prices do not include travel, accomodations, or applicable taxes.

twentyonetoys.com

It was one of the best sessions I've ever attended. I left feeling 
rejuvenated about my work, excited with the thought of how this could 

help so many of my peers, and also help me in the process.
- Ashley Anderson, Sales Mgmt Training Specialist

“ ”

All workshops include:
30min pre-workshop consultation and workshop followup resources for participants for continued learning.

VALLLEY HEALTH SHOT OF PEOPLE LAUGHING AND TAKING OFF 



"[Thanks to Twenty One Toys workshops] 
We’ve been able to demonstrate the direct 
connection between empathy and customer 
loyalty and financial results. We’ve been 

able to demonstrate within our company that 
that value chain exists and perhaps more 
importantly, we believe it. We think that 

empathy is not something you’re exclusively 
demonstrating with your customers- it is fully 
embedded into your culture cohesively. We 
believe that the financial growth of a bank 
ultimately leads to the economic prosperity 

of the communities we serve. 

“
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As an Enterprise Partner, BMO has been able to embed the Empathy 
Toy into their Leadership Training Programs across the organization. 
Certified 21Leaders Facilitators will impact over 20,000 employees. 


